Fatigue Detection among Operators in Industry Based on Euclidean Distance Computation Using Python Software
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ABSTRACT

Machine learning is one of popular technique suitable for adaptation in Industrial Revolution 4.0 (IR4). There is a dire problem whereby increasing occupational accident especially in the manufacturing sectors. The root cause of these accidents are because of fatigue while performing repetitive task in production line. To solve this problem, a research was conducted in developing fatigue detection algorithm. The software used for this algorithm development is python software since this software is an open source software. Euclidean distance computation is utilized in this algorithm in determining the eyes and mouth aspect ratio. The eyes and mouth aspect ratio were set 0.28 and 0.60 respectively. If the eyes aspect ratio is below than 0.28, the output obtained is eyes closed. If mouth aspect ratio is higher than 0.60, than the operator is yawning and fatigue alert will appear notify the line leader in manufacturing plant.
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Table 1: Occupational accident statistics by sector from January to July 2020 (Source: International Policy and Research Development Division)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SECTOR</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>NP</th>
<th>DEATH</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel and Restaurant</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities (Electricty, Gas, Water and Sanitary Services)</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance, Insurance, Real Estate and Business Services</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport, Storage and Communication</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>2414</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale and Retail Trade</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Services and Statutory Authorities</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining and Quarrying</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>2886</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, observe that the highest accident involving the manufacturing sector. Total of 2600 cases with cumulative of permanent disability, non-permanent disability and death were recorded. The research objective is developing a fatigue alert image processing based on real time situation using python software. The feature available include open and close eyes, yawn count and fatigue alert. This machine-learning algorithm could be utilize in manufacturing plant to decrease the accident rate. The line leader will obtain the alert and pull out the operator to freshen up before any harm happen to the person, or the surrounding of the person. Increase in accident reflects to higher loss incur by manufacturing company. There are several techniques suitable to be used to replace machine-learning, however [1] mentioned the weakness according to several applications. Other researchers [2] performed this human emotion using Euclidean distance formula. From this computation, abbreviates set to determine angry, happy and other emotion. An algorithm namely deep convolutional neural network to detect fermentation by [3]. However, this algorithm is suitable also for emotion or fatigue detection. Other researcher that implemented machine-learning technique shown in Table 2.

1. INTRODUCTION

Manufacturing company comprises lot of workstation in order to prepare a product. When there are more workstation, there is a dire need of people to work in a manufacturing plant. Human tends to get fatigue and drowsy if working long hours. Eventually the human operator involves in an accident. A statistic which were brought up by the Department of Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH) under Ministry of Human Resource regarding occupational accidents statistics according to sector. The statistic of accidents shown in Table 1.
Table 2: Algorithm used by researchers for image processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>EEG signal processing to extract mixed features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Cascade Classifier and Tensor Processing</td>
<td>Driver’s eye recognition and fatigue monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
<td>Recognition of facial expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Image mining</td>
<td>Intelligent drowsy eye detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>Convolutional Neural Network</td>
<td>Brain tumor image classification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 2, there are lot of suitable techniques used and implemented in this research. Each of this tool were utilized according to designated application. However, generally, Euclidean distance adapted by several researcher to recognize, detect and monitor activity on face.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, the method of input and output of this fatigue detection algorithm were discussed through illustrated flowchart. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of developing fatigue detection algorithm.

2.1 Phase 1: Import Library

There are necessary library need to be included while doing python programming. The necessary library or package to be included is distance from scipy.spatial to compute Euclidean distance. Import face utils from imutils, dlib and cv2 from openCV. Figure 2 shows the command to import packages for this algorithm development.

```python
from scipy.spatial import distance as dist
from imutils import face_utils
import imutils
import dlib
import cv2
```

2.2 Phase 2: Computation of Euclidean Distance

Once the necessary library imported, this algorithm were started with the computation of Euclidean distances on eyes and mouth. Both eyes and mouth aspect ratio were obtained through the Euclidean distance between horizontal and vertical at eye and mouth position. Figure 3 shows the computation of Euclidean distance and average. Figure 3 shows the computation of Euclidean distance computed in Python software.

```python
def eye_aspect_ratio(eye):
    A = dist.euclidean(eye[1], eye[5])
    B = dist.euclidean(eye[2], eye[4])
    C = dist.euclidean(eye[0], eye[3])
    ear = (A + B) / (2.0 * C)
    return ear

def mouth_aspect_ratio(mou):
    X = dist.euclidean(mou[0], mou[6])
    Y1 = dist.euclidean(mou[2], mou[10])
    Y2 = dist.euclidean(mou[4], mou[8])
    Y = (Y1+Y2)/2.0
    mar = Y/X
    return mar
```

2.3 Phase 3: Detector and Predictor using dlib

Then, the camera were turned on and process real time image. Each eye and mouth aspect ratio were defined. Dlib function were utilize in creating detector and predictor on face. Figure 4 is the utilization of dlib for detector and predictor of frontal face.

```python
def detect_face_frontal(img):
detector = dlib.get_frontal_face_detector()
predictor = dlib.shape_predictor(predictor_path)
```

2.4 Phase 4: Declare Closed Eyes Condition

Next phase of this algorithm development is to declare condition. If eyes ratio is below blink, then there is an increment in the blink frame counter. The eyes closed signal uses red colour. The same goes for the font colour of fatigue alert. The fatigue alert will be displayed Figure 5 is the eyes
closed condition. In this research, the declared eyes aspect ratio was 0.28. If the eyelid is below than 0.28, display shows fatigue alert and eyes closed.

Figure 5: Declare eyes closed condition

2.5 Phase 5: Declare Opened Eyes Condition

Next condition declared for the case of eyes that does not closed. If the eyes ratio is above blink, hence the counter and fatigue alert were reset. Figure 6 shows the condition of eyes open. In this research, the declared eyes aspect ratio was 0.28. If the eyelid is above than 0.28, display shows eyes opened. There were no fatigue alert declared since the outcome displayed eyes open.

Figure 6: Declare eyes opened condition

2.6 Phase 6: Computation and Condition for Yawn Count

Last phase of this algorithm development is the yawning detection. Yawning detection is based on the mouth aspect ratio. There will significant different in the mouth aspect ratio to detect if the operator in manufacturing plant yawning. Increase in mouth aspect ratio resulting the output of “yawn count”. Mouth aspect ratio declared in this algorithm was 0.60. If the Euclidean distance computation gives ratio more than 0.60, hence the operator is yawning. Each time the operator yawning, there will be count. This yawn count shows another indication if the human operator working in manufacturing plant is fatigue. Figure 7 shows the programming to declare condition and cumulative of operator that yawns.

Figure 7: Yawn count computation and declaration

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

From the proposed methodology, an experiment was conducted to observe the functionality of the fatigue detection algorithm. Each condition were tested. The limit set to eyes and mouth aspect ratio were tested. Figure 8 is the illustration of closed eyes.

Figure 8: Closed eyes

From figure 8, the reading of eye aspect ratio and mouth aspect ratio were shown on the top right corner. The outcome displayed on the top left corner. The reading of eyes aspect ratio is 0.18 whereby below than 0.28. Hence, the outcome displayed is eyes closed. As for mouth aspect ratio, the computation obtained was 0.41 whereby the reading shown is lower than 0.60. This signify that the operator falls asleep while working. Next is to validate the algorithm output of fatigue detection. Figure 9 illustrate the display of fatigue alert.

Figure 9: Fatigue alert

From figure 9, the reading of ear aspect ratio and mouth aspect ratio shows not much of a different compared to figure 8. The readings shows below the defined value of eyes and mouth aspect ratio shows below 0.28 and 0.6 respectively. The fatigue alert appear when the eyes closed for 2 seconds. This signal will be sent to the line leader and notify the line leader before any accident may take place upon this operator. To further experiment the development of fatigue detection algorithm, the yawning condition was tested. Figure 10 illustrate the yawn count each time the operator yawns.

Figure 10: Fatigue alert
From figure 10, the reading of ear and mouth aspect ratio have slight difference. The eye aspect ratio is 0.21 whereby still less compared to the defined eyes aspect ratio 0.28. However, the mouth aspect ratio have increased from the set aspect ratio. The reading of the mouth aspect ratio is 0.78. This signify that the operator yawn while working. Observe on the top left of this frame. The yawn count is six times. The line leader can observe that this operator is unfit and need to put a stop from what the operator is assigned for. Next phase of validation process is to validate the string function in Python software. Figure 11 illustrate the cumulative of yawn count.

Figure 10: Yawn count

From figure 12, the reading of opened eyes were obtained. The reading for eyes aspect ratio and mouth aspect ratio were 0.30 and 0.41 respectively whereby higher that the initial set aspect ratio of both eyes and mouth. This condition will not display the yawn count and fatigue alert continuously for the ease of observing the operator’s condition while working.

Figure 11: String function in yawn function

Figure 12: Opened eyes

4. CONCLUSION

To conclude, machine-learning concept was utilize in developing the algorithm of fatigue detection. Since different person may have different size and shape of frontal face, hence there is a need to calibrate the eyes and mouth aspect ratio. However, this is the weakness of this algorithm in need of unsupervised learning algorithm. In another word, artificial intelligence optimization tools need to be deployed in this algorithm to autonomously set the eyes and mouth aspect ratio. There is also lacking of processing two face in one camera whereby the readings may overlap making the line leader difficult to determine the condition of the operator. To ease determination of operator’s condition, different camera need to be deploy and will cause high consumption of expenses. In short, machine – learning by utilizing Euclidean distance is the best to identify the fatigue condition in an operator. This method may result in reducing the industrial accident especially in manufacturing sectors.
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